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OUR PRINCIPLES
Sensi Scandia by TED Dream Places is an expression of the human strive to 

create. The brand is a result of close cooperation with partners, inspiration 

and passion. It is our definition of what comfort should mean.
We put our hearts in each product that comes out of our hands. We celebrate 

and respect ourselves and the world around us. The way we refer to our job, 

our partners, colleagues, family, and environment defines who we are. 
We aim at building a special relation with the customer based on trust and 

respect. We believe what we create is not merely product but a way of life.

We aim at asserting stable corporate culture based on the values we share 

and the mission we pursue. 

And because people are the most essential and important capital, we also 

aim at personal improvement and development. Every new day we add 

something to ourselves, we acquire new knowledge and skills, and enrich 

our personality. 
We believe that we can change the world.

Elin Todorov
CEO
TED-BED JSC
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Our history
Our company was started in 1995 as a small factory.
A manufacturing facility situated on the area of 6000 m2 opened doors in 

2000.
In August, 2008, a new mattress facility, TED Dream Places, was opened on 

the area of 22 000m2, with capacity of 2000 mattresses per day. The former 

facility of 6000 m2 continues to operates as springs factory.

Today our products are produced by means of modern equipment, made by 

leading world companies.
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Earth 
The Earth is fertile and stable. The planet itself is a ball of life, and as it turns, 

we can watch all the aspects of life take place on Earth: birth, life, death, and 

finally rebirth. The Earth is nurturing and stable, solid and firm, full of endur-

ance and strength. 

Water
Water is a feminine energy, used for healing, cleansing, and purification. It 

is associated with passion and emotion. In many spiritual paths consecrated 

Water can be found. 

Air 
Air is breath of life. Air carries away your troubles, blows away strife, and car-

ries positive thoughts to those who are far away. It is the wisdom or the pow-

ers of the mind. 

Fire
Fire is a purifying energy connected to strong will and energy. Fire both cre-

ates and destroys, and symbolizes the fertility of God. Fire can heal or harm, 

and can bring about new life or destroy the old and worn. It is the very Soul 

of everything.
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What is essential in life…, 

        you cannot see… 

– you must feel with your 

heart…
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Your home
Home is the place where your family is and where one rests the night after 

the hard working day. This is the most personal space in the world for you 

– you play with the kids, you take the evening shower, you make love. The 

way it is designed should not be underestimated. We respect your privacy and want to add an individual touch to it.
In the 1950’s a design movement developed taking the approach of minimal, 

functional and uncomplicated styles. These simple yet quite outstanding

designs began a trend towards modernism in which the belief was that

beautiful and functional furniture could be made affordable
for everyone. It is for these reasons that Scandinavian furniture became so 

popular and sought after and created a movement that has found a place in 

contemporary furniture.
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Your memories
Human mind is designed to remember beautiful things and forget the ugly. 

We rely on our memories in times of trouble and sadness. A birthday party, 

summer vacation, active weekend - we place them like stones, one on top of 

the other, and cherish them. Life repeats itself mindlessly - birth is followed 

by death, death is followed by birth; success is followed by failure, failure is 

followed by success. This is the eternal circle of the Universe. 
Our memories, tradition and history define us as individuals. Let us help you 

celebrate your memories with beautifully designed personal space.
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Your happiness 
Every minute of life should be approached with love and gratefulness. Happi-

ness is what we pursue in life and eventually find. We are born with the right 

to be happy. 
Every day you experience the peaceful joy of relaxation in your favourite bed 

or your loved pillow after a hard working day. Or in a serene morning you 

smile towards the sun after a good night’s sleep. 
We really need so little to be completely happy.
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Your health
Good sleep is the key to good health. Sleep helps healing wounds; it main-

tains all body organs, keeps skin refreshed. Sleep helps us overcome our daily 

worries and anxieties. It helps us achieve spiritual and physical heights. The 

outside and inside design of our body is not suited for long horizontal posi-

tioning, yet we spend 1/3 of our lives lying and sleeping, that is why we have 

to choose our bed very carefully.The good bed must adopt and maintain the contours of the spine and whole 

body, at the same time exercising sufficient maintenance for the body parts 

that endure the most side pressure.What we need is multiple-point independent elastic maintenance, zones with 

normal and strengthened elasticity. 

Eco-friendly
Breathable

Anti-dust mite No moisture
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The secret of good sleepStable maintenance (springs)As the coils are connected, the whole pack brings stability and durability, 

while adding to the feeling of comfort. No wonder this is the most widely 

used system in the world, with good orthopedic and anatomic properties.

Independent pressure points (pocket springs)
When first invented, the pocket technology was considered revolutionary be-

cause it radically changed the inherent properties of all spring panels used 

before. As its name suggests – each coil is separately packed in a spundbond 

pocket and the coils are brought together by means of elastic connection 

while the metal connection is totally removed. Breathable cells (polyurethane foam)Foam is an excellent addition to spring qualities. With differ-

ent density, construction or colour parameters, profiled or flat – all 

these to achieve the elastic springy effect for complete comfort. 

Natural position (latex)The natural elasticity of the material makes it possible to be used even with 

automatically driven bases. Due to its specific ergonomic properties, it main-

tains independence during sleep and guarantees the comfort of both part-

ners, no matter what their sleeping habits are like. Latex is an anti-static ma-

terial and does not allow development of bacteria and microbes. 
Remembering (memory foam)This popular material of the polyurethane class has improved physical-chemi-

cal properties and interesting memory effect. It forms almost zero static elec-

tricity and it remembers, for a few secondds, the form acquired in response 

to pressure. The material is a magnificent addition to the properties of the 

innersprings.
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Innovation breakthrough The neutralizer
As rose has thorns to protect its beauty, so is our planet. The Earth is elec-

tromagnetic body, with electromagnetic grid structure. The first important 

graduation was made by the German scientist Hartmann who also gave his 

name to the grid. Hartmann’s grid consists of parallel energy waves emitted 

from the Earth. He describes them as positive and negative, directed north-

south and east-west. He believes that the crossing points of two lines (Hart-

mann’s knot) have irritating influence on nervous system and could eventu-

ally lead to illnesses.

Hartmann and Curry’s Grid

Technical nature of the inventionThe task of the model is to create a bed with built-in neutralizer that pro-

vides protection against harmful pathogenic radiation regardless of the loca-

tion of use, with increased reliability and larger durability. The neutralizer is 

a protective device that disperses in a concentric mode the magnetic fields 

at the cross-points of the Hartmann’s grid and underground water streams 

thus keeping these influences outside the bed surface. This ensures the most 

favourable conditions for human health and rejuvenating energy during 

sleep.
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SENSI SCANDIA COLLECTION

Jord (Earth)

      Sjæl  (Soul)

  Vand (Water)

         Æther (Air)
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Sensi EARTH
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Gaea
Content and materials:

Box-spring
Slatted wooden frame

Needle-punched felt

Pocket spring unit

Coco-fiber mat

Pocket spring unit

Natural latex

Micro-pocket spring unit

Natural latex

Horse hair pad

Cotton ticking

Top mattress

Cotton ticking

Wool
Horse hair pad

Natural latex

Horse hair pad

Wool
Cotton ticking

Top mattress

Box-spring
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GAEA – be yourself, be natural

Gaea is an entirely natural hand-made product and its unique silhouette is 

one of the finest examples of Scandinavian interior furniture. We have not 

spared materials nor master mind in design decision to create this master-

piece. The bed is in two parts, each carrying specific properties and function 

to match the whole concept. Wool, cotton, horse hair, natural latex are all in 

there, in order to give you complete satisfaction.

The bed consists of Box-spring and top mattress. The combination of two 

pocket and a micro-pocket spring units, separated by natural latex and coco-

fiber mat, is one-of-a-kind construction and lends to the extraordinary com-

fort and functionality of the bed.

Gaea is only available in natural pale green colour, with pompons over the 

surface. The bed attains both a sculptural and a functional status, wherever 

the furniture is being placed.



Sensi SOUL
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Edda
Content and materials:

Box-spring
Motorized frame

MDF construction

Needle-punched felt

Pocket spring unit

Protective padding

Micro-pocket spring unit

Needle-punched felt

Foam board

Latex
Geo-felt

Ticking

Top mattress

Ticking
Wool
Non-woven Spunbond material

Memory foam in spunbonded case

Non-woven Spunbond material

Cotton
Ticking

Top mattress

Box-spring
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EDDA – reinvent the world with new senses

This product is an embodiment of our understanding that comfort is beyond 

perception. Elegant and stylish, this bed is inspired by the best examples of 

Nordic furniture, and it can be easily suited to any kind of environment. The 

functional timeless Danish design, with metal frame driven by electronic de-

vice, makes this bed decidedly a choice for demanders. You can select the 

position that best fits your body and senses. The stress is put on strength, 

comfort and clear lines. Excellent addition to a very personal space!

The bed consists of two parts, Box-spring and top mattress. The combination 

of pocket and micro-pocket spring units, separated by thin sheet of protec-

tive padding, adds to the functionality and mobility of the bed. 

The top mattress is available in the following inner materials - memory, latex, 

high-resilience foam - giving totally different feeling of comfort and degree 

of hardness. 

The bed is available in a number of high quality fabrics, ranging from pure 

stylish black and dark ocean blue, to silky sandy natural colour; from finely 

knitted to smooth surface. Feet and headboard options are available in the 

accessory directory.
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Venus
Content and materials:

Box-spring
Slatted wooden frame

Needle-punched felt

Low Height Bonnell spring units

Needle-punched felt

Pocket spring units

Protective padding

Pocket spring units

Geo-felt

Latex
Geo-felt

Ticking

Mattress
Ticking
Non-woven needle-punched

Latex
Geo-felt

7 zoned pocket spring unit

Geo-felt

Latex
Non-woven needle-punched

Ticking

Top mattress

Ticking
Wool
Non-woven spunbond material

Latex / memory panel in spundbond case

Non-woven Spunbond material

Cotton
Ticking

Top mattress

Box-spring

Mattress
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VENUS – because love is all you need…

The overall look can be characterized as classic genuine Nordic design. is a 

three part bed consisting of boxprings, mattress and top mattress. The box-

prings has a stable base of wood with integrated slat system, it is lending 

complete comfort. Two different spring panels are implanted and the effect 

is irresistible.

The dynamic mattress, available in fast and medium mode option, contains 7 

zoned pocket spring units that cover the most important zones of the human 

body with varying pressure. The individual maintenance of these parts leads 

to proper distribution of pressure and as a result – correct spine position with 

no tension. The latex in the upper layers adds to the feeling of pleasure.

The top mattress can vary, according to personal needs of the customer, 

between latex, high resilience foam and memory foam. The core of the top 

mattress is placed in a primary case of breathable non-woven material and 

another case of high quality fabric quilted with soft padding. 

The bed is available in a number of high quality fabrics, ranging from pure 

stylish black and dark ocean blue, to silky sandy natural colour; from finely 

knitted to smooth surface. Feet and headboard options are available in the 

accessory directory.
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Essence
Content and materials:

Box-spring
Slatted wooden frame

Needle-punched felt

Low height bonnell spring unit

Needle-punched felt

Pocket spring unit

Protective padding

Pocket spring unit

Geo-felt

Latex
Geo-felt

Ticking

Top mattress

Ticking
Wool 
Non-woven spunbond material

Latex panel in spundbond case

Non-woven spunbond material

Cotton
Ticking

Top mattress

Box-spring
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ESSENCE – is all about you

The simple design and the high degree of comfort make Essence an excel-

lent choice for modern and classic buildings. It is a fine example of specialist 

knowledge and design master touch. 

The bed consists of two parts - Box-spring and top mattress. The Box-spring is 

based with wooden frame with slat system implanted, adding to the quality 

effect of the spring interior. Three different spring panels, in perfect combina-

tion, topped with latex layer, give the entire system unique comfort proper-

ties. The top-mattress can be made, on customer’s request, of latex, memory 

and high resilience foam, according to the individual feeling of comfort and 

degree of hardness.

The bed is available in a number of high quality fabrics, ranging from pure 

stylish black and dark ocean blue, to silky sandy natural colour; from finely 

knitted to smooth surface. Feet and headboard options are available in the 

accessory directory.





Sensi WATER
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Enya
Content and materials:

Box-spring
Motorized frame

MDF construction

Needle-punched felt

Pocket spring unit

Protective padding

Pocket spring unit

Needle-punched felt

Foam board

Latex
Geo-felt

Ticking

Top mattress

Ticking
Wool
Non-woven spunbond material

Memory foam in spundbond case

Non woven spunbond material

Cotton
Ticking

Top mattress

Box-spring
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ENYA – experience the spiritual spring

The functional and user-friendly manner in the presentation links this bed to 

the finest examples of Nordic design and furniture workmanship. As in the 

other classic examples the emphasis is put on strength, function and design. 

Enya is a motor driven bed, in two parts and with separate mechanisms for 

each part of the bed, so that it can be used independently by each of the 

partners. The furniture covers wide field of application and could satisfy con-

noisseurs’ heavy demands for quality.

The bed consists of two parts, Box-spring and top mattress. Two layers of in-

dividually packed springs are separated by light dense material and topped 

with latex – elegant decision proved to be successful and ensuring utmost 

comfort.

The top mattress is available in the following inner materials - memory, latex, 

high-resilience foam - giving totally different feeling of comfort and degree 

of hardness. 

The bed is available

in a number of high quality fabrics, ranging from pure stylish grey to natural  

liver colour with finely knitted surface. The wavy pattern of the quilting lends 

relaxation and serenity. Feet and headboard options are available in the ac-

cessory directory.
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Neptune
Content and materials:

Box-spring
Slatted wooden frame

Needle-punched felt

Pocket spring unit

Protective padding

Pocket spring unit

Geo-felt

Foam board

Latex
Geo-felt

Ticking

Mattress
Ticking
Wool
Spunbond material

Non woven spundbond case

High resilience foam

Geo-felt

7 zoned pocket spring unit, wrapped in foam

Geo-felt

High resilience foam

Non woven spundbond case

Spunbond material

Cotton 

Ticking

Top mattress

Ticking
Wool
Spunbond material

Latex / high-resilience foam panel in spundbond case

Spunbond material

Cotton
Ticking

Top mattress

Box-spring

Mattress
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NEPTUNE – you are the master of your dreams

The perfect simplicity and master design of the bed are likely to fit every-

where bringing individual touch to the location. It is characterized by an ex-

ceptional quality, clear function and Danish excellent taste. 

Neptune is a three part bed consisting of boxprings, mattress and top mat-

tress. The boxprings has a stable base of wood with integrated slat system. 

Two layers of individually packed pocket spring are divided by a thin layer 

of light non woven protective material. The latex panel on the top provides 

stable maintenance of the spine as well as pure comfort.

The mattress is built with 7 zoned pocket spring units that cover the most 

important zones of the human body and thus it is able to distribute pressure 

properly along the whole length of the bed. It is available in fast and medium 

mode option. The latex in the upper layers adds to the feeling of complete 

comfort.

The top mattress can vary, according to personal needs of the customer, 

between latex, high resilience foam and memory foam. The core of the top 

mattress is placed in a primary case of breathable non-woven material and 

another case of high quality fabric quilted with soft padding. The bed is avail-

able
in a number of high quality fabrics, ranging from pure stylish grey to natural  

liver colour with finely knitted surface. Feet and headboard options are avail-

able in the accessory directory.

Neptune
Content and materials:

Box-spring
Slatted wooden frame

Needle-punched felt

Pocket spring unit

Protective padding

Pocket spring unit

Geo-felt

Foam board

Latex
Geo-felt

Ticking

Mattress
Ticking
Wool
Spunbond material

Non woven spundbond case

High resilience foam

Geo-felt

7 zoned pocket spring unit, wrapped in foam

Geo-felt

High resilience foam

Non woven spundbond case

Spunbond material

Cotton 

Ticking

Top mattress

Ticking
Wool
Spunbond material

Latex / high-resilience foam panel in spundbond case

Spunbond material

Cotton
Ticking
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Aqua
Content and materials:

Box-spring
Slatted wooden frame

Needle-punched felt

Pocket spring unit

Protective padding

Pocket spring unit

Geo-felt

Foam board

Latex
Geo-felt

Ticking

Top mattress

Ticking
Wool 
Non-woven spunbond material

Latex + high resilience foam panel in spundbond case

Non – woven spunbond material

Cotton
Ticking

Top mattress

Box-spring
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AqUA – a flow made of light and sunrays

As the other examples of the Water series, this bed is suitable for any kind 

of space and is elegant and easy, with clear function and following timeless 

Nordic tradition in furniture.

Aqua is a two part bed consisting of Box-spring and top mattress. The Box-

spring base represents wooden frame covered with slats and in the heart 

of it there are two pocket spring panels, freely moving and adjusting to the 

specific shape of the body. The latex on top ensures stable maintenance and 

anti-mite effect. The entire system is a fine example of stylish design and 

functionality.

On customer’s request, the top-mattress can be made of latex, memory and 

high resilience foam, according to the individual feeling of comfort and de-

gree of hardness.

The bed is available in a number of high quality fabrics, ranging from pure 

stylish grey to natural  liver colour with finely knitted surface. Feet and head-

board options are available in the accessory directory.





Sensi AIR
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Luna
Content and materials:

Box-spring
Motorized frame

MDF construction

Needle-punched felt

Low-height bonnell spring unit

Protective padding

Pocket spring unit

Geo-felt

Foam board

Foam
Geo-felt

Ticking

Top mattress

Ticking
Wool
Non-woven spunbond material

Latex in spundbond case

Non woven spunbond material

Cotton
Ticking

Top mattress

Box-spring
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LUNA – embrace the Universe

Another example of timeless Scandinavian design – simple and functional 

lending mobility and comfort. Motor driven mechanism is implanted in the 

base of the bed creating options for various body positions so that the bed 

can be used both as a place to read an interesting book or watch TV and for 

nice nap. The partners can use each part of the bed independently. 

The Box-spring is a combination of spring units with stable connection be-

tween units and individually packed pocket springs in two layers. Breathable 

cellular material is on the top of the Box-spring.

On customer’s request, the top-mattress can be made of latex, memory and 

high resilience foam, according to the individual feeling of comfort and de-

gree of hardness.

The bed is available in a number of high quality fabrics, ranging from pure 

stylish grey to dark earth-like colour of finely knitted  surface. Feet and head-

board options are available in the accessory directory.
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Cirrus
Content and materials:

Box-spring
Slatted wooden frame

Needle-punched felt

Low-height Bonnell spring unit

Needle-punched felt

Bonnell spring unit

Needle-punched felt

Foam board

Foam
Geo-felt

Ticking

Mattress
Ticking
Spundbond case

Geo-felt

Foam
5-zoned Pocket spring unit, wrapped in foam

Foam
Geo-felt

Spundbond case

Ticking

Top mattress

Ticking
Wool
Spunbond material

High resilience foam in spundbond case

Spunbond material

Cotton 

Ticking

Top mattress

Box-spring

Mattress
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CIRRUS - simple joy that lasts almost forever

Cirrus is a presentation of clear lines and beautiful outlook combined with in-

telligent material choice. It is a three part bed consisting of Box-spring, mat-

tress and top mattress.

The Box-spring contains two different panels of spring units, both with stable 

connection between springs, separated by felt layer. The foam used on top 

with its breathable properties adds to the qualities of the entire system. 

5 zoned pocket spring units are in the heart of the mattress defining 5 zones 

of pressure caused by the body, and this is covered with geo-felt (light mate-

rial lending additional volume to the product). The mattresses are available 

in medium and fast mode.

On customer’s request, the top-mattress can be made of latex, memory and 

high resilience foam, according to the individual feeling of comfort and de-

gree of hardness.

The bed is available in a number of high quality fabrics, ranging from pure 

stylish grey to dark earth-like colour of finely knitted  surface. Feet and head-

board options are available in the accessory directory.
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Zenith
Content and materials:

Box-spring
Slatted wooden frame

Needle-punched felt

Low height Bonnell spring unit

Needle-punched felt

Bonnell S spring unit

Needle-punched felt

Foam board

Foam
Geo-felt

Ticking

Top mattress

Ticking
Wool
Spunbond material

Foam panel in spundbond case

Spunbond material

Cotton
Ticking

Top mattress

Box-spring
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ZENITh – sweet dreams…

Zenith is interior solution for perfect comfort, with simple design and indis-

pensable quality. The Box-spring is a combination of low height springs and 

mini bonnell spring units separated by a sheet of pressed material – felt. 

On customer’s request, the top-mattress can be made of latex, memory and 

high resilience foam, according to the individual feeling of comfort and de-

gree of hardness.

The bed is available in a number of high quality fabrics, ranging from pure 

stylish grey to dark earth-like colour of finely knitted  surface. Feet and head-

board options are available in the accessory directory.
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Your freedom
The choice we are given is a gift we have. Our choice is destined to make us happy. We are born free to choose our 

home, our friends, our life. Sometimes choice may not be right but the good 

news is – we have our chance more than once in a lifetime. We live every day, 

we choose every day. And we have the freedom to decide about big things 

and small things. And sometimes small things are very important.
Like the place we are going to spend 1/3 of our lives – our bed.
It is more than obligatory, when you buy your bed, to lie on it and feel it. The 

feeling of comfort is individual and you should not rely on recommendation 

by others. Just relax and lie in the position you usually sleep, turn around. 

Decide whether it is good for you. Do not feel uneasy, the bed is something 

you are going to use 8 hours a day and you are going to do that yourself. So, 

it is important.
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Monford KAKI KIXX ONYX Maxx Lightgrey Darcy Liver Falcone antracite

Fabric

Legs kantet konet
beech / wenge

10 сm

Legs rund konet
beech / natural

10 сm

Standard
beech / black

11 сm

Cylinder legs
beech / natural
beech / wenge

15,5 сm

Legs with al.
beech+al / natural

15,5 сm

Legs



Model Scheme Height Width Thickness Fitting

Fjord 110 cm 100 / 110 / 125 / 140 / 
160 / 180 / 200   cm 12 cm rail fit

Oslo 110 cm 100 / 110 / 125 / 140 / 
160 / 180 / 200   cm 10 cm rail fit

Karlstad 110 cm 100 / 110 / 125 / 140 / 
160 / 180 / 200   cm 12 cm rail fit

Boras 110 cm 100 / 110 / 125 / 140 / 
160 / 180 / 200   cm 12 cm rail fit

Headboards 

Model Size (cm) * Height without 
feet

Feet Fabric Warranty

Gaea 80 / 90 / 105 / 120 / 140 / 
160 / 180 55 cm wooden Monford KAKI 35

Edda 80 / 90 / 105 / 120 / 140 / 
160 / 180 38 cm choose from gallery KIXX ONYX 35

Venus 80 / 90 / 105 / 120 / 140 / 
160 / 180 61 cm baseboard KIXX ONYX 35

Essence 80 / 90 / 105 / 120 / 140 / 
160 / 180 46 cm choose from gallery Maxx Lightgrey 35

Enya 80 / 90 / 105 / 120 / 140 / 
160 / 180 38 cm choose from gallery Darcy Liver 35

Neptune 80 / 90 / 105 / 120 / 140 / 
160 / 180 54 cm baseboard Darcy Liver 35

Aqua 80 / 90 / 105 / 120 / 140 / 
160 / 180 39 cm choose from gallery Darcy Liver 35

Luna 80 / 90 / 105 / 120 / 140 / 
160 / 180 38 cm choose from gallery Falcone antracite 35

Cirrus 80 / 90 / 105 / 120 / 140 / 
160 / 180 57 cm baseboard Falcone antracite 35

Zenith 80 / 90 / 105 / 120 / 140 / 
160 / 180 37 cm choose from gallery Falcone antracite 35

Beds

* The beds are available in length 200cm and 210cm.





www.sensi-scandia.com
e-mail: info@sensi-scandia.com




